Evidence supporting a role for dormant bacteria in the pathogenesis of spondylarthritis.
Spondylarthritis is still viewed as a reaction to infectious agents, as opposed to an infection by persistent bacteria, for several reasons: (a) an infection is considered proven only when the organism can be cultured; (b) no studies have identified dormant bacteria in the tissues targeted by spondylarthritis; (c) the bacterial persistence hypothesis has no therapeutic implications at the time being, since antibiotics are effective neither on dormant bacteria nor on the manifestations of spondylarthritis; and (d) the high prevalence of borderline disorders combining features of spondylarthritis and of psoriatic arthritis, or even rheumatoid arthritis (RA), would indicate a role for dormant bacteria in these last two diseases. However, recent data on dormant bacteria have rekindled interest in the bacterial persistence hypothesis. Dormant bacteria cannot be cultured, because they express only a small group of genes, known as the regulon, which includes genes for transcription factors that block the expression of the usual bacterial genes. Certain forms of cell stress, such as molecule misfolding, promote the entry of bacteria into a state of dormancy, which induces the low-level release by the host cells of cytokines such as TNF. Whether HLA-B27 misfolding facilitates the persistence of dormant bacteria within spondylarthritis tissue targets remains to be determined. If it does, then treatments that reactivate dormant bacteria might make these organisms susceptible to appropriate antibiotics and might therefore serve as useful adjuncts to nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and TNFα antagonists. TNFα antagonists rarely reactivate dormant bacteria, with the exception of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which, together with metastatic cells, is the most extensively studied latency model to date.